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Abstract: Snapshots of a trip through Mexico in Doheny's private rail car, 1905. Areas pictured include Juarez, Guadalajara, Mexico City, Guadaloupe, Ebino, Torreon, etc. Photos show street scenes, buildings, local people, and views from the train. Also includes views of El Paso Texas and other sites in the Southwest. Later views (ca. 1915?) of Southern California, including San Diego's Balboa Park, mission, and La Jolla, are at the end of the album.
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Scope and Content
Photos taken during trip on Doheny's private railroad car. Small miscellany of California and southwest photos at end. Detailed inventory below.
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Mariachi player in front of train.
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Scope and Content Note
Three men with donkeys.
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[NEW SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS - Mission(?) - Auto in foreground]
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